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Technostress pervades modern 
organizations





Technostress attributed to 
digitization





Technostress thought to be 
manageable





COVID19 changed everything



Suddenly technology became a 
lifeline



People became more 
“techno- stressed out”



People became more 
“techno- stressed out”

because of the technology & 
digitization of process



Research Problems



People became more 
“techno- stressed out”
because of the context



Research Problems



People became more 
“techno- stressed out”

because of how others treat us



Research Problems



So what about those solutions? 



Reality check 



Before and during the pandemic …



Before and during the pandemic …
Most technostress solutions didn’t 

work



Consider email



Banning after 
hour emails 
just stressed 

people out on 
Mondays



Insufficient 
email stressed 

people out



Research Problems

Reducing one stressor increased another



Why? 



If we have been aware of 
technostress since the 1980s



If we have studied technostress 
since the 1990s



Why can’t we solve the problem?



Three explanations



Explanation One



We can’t keep up with 
digitization





It is changing so fast, we can’t 
manage





Explanation Two



We have not measured 
technostress properly 



Distress = technostress





Eustress = technostress





Leading to persistent questions 
about how to conceptualize 

technostress





Explanation Three



We have it all wrong



General systems theory suggests 
that human responses result 

from sets of conditions



Stress research argues that strain 
results from the interplay of 

multiple stressors







If so?  



Why are we focused on single … 
stressors? Or technologies? 





Why are we looking at additive 
models of technostressors?





Why aren’t we looking at 
configurations?  Or sets of 

stressors?



A configuration is a combination 
of multiple technostressors, with 
each technostressor potentially 

being perceived as a high- or 
low-level technostressor. 



If we are living in complex, 
digitized sociotechnical systems, 
it makes sense we should move 

beyond linear and additive 
thinking about technostress.



Empirical Illustration



Empirical Illustration
(finally)



In digitized organizations, what 
configurations of high- and low-

level technostressors lead to high 
job burnout or low job 

performance?



General systems theory suggests 
the interplay of high and low 
conditions leads to outcomes



We derive four propositions



P1. One technostressor may 
increase, decrease, or 

completely offset the effect of 
other technostressors on the 
development of technostrain. 



P2. One technostressor may 
make the level of other 

technostressors irrelevant in 
terms of the development of 

technostrain. 



P3. One technostressor may be a 
precursor for another 

technostressor in fostering the 
development of technostrain. 



P4. One technostressor may 
change the intensity (i.e., from 
high to low or vice versa) of the 
effect of another technostressor 

on the development of 
technostrain. 





The study



200 randomly selected 
employees from 4,000 whose 
employer had digitized work 

processes.



Wave One: Technostressors
Wave Two: Strain

166 responded to both time 
periods





fsQCA 3.0 to calibrate data and 
do the analysis







First analysis suggests a 
dominant configurations leads to 

burnout; yet only one 
configuration leads to low 

performance



C1_low

Raw/unique/solution
coverage

Solution coverage 
(minimized solution)

0.40

Condition

Configuration

Techno-complexity
Techno-insecurity
Techno-uncertainty

Low job 
burnout

0.40

Consistency/solution 
consistency 0.85

0.85Solution consistency 
(minimized solution)

Techno-overload
Techno-invasion

C5_lowC4_lowC2_low C3_low

0.26 0.22

0.68

0.18

High job performance

0.36

0.86 0.88 0.90 0.92

0.86

C6_low

0.18

0.91

Notes:      = high intensity,     = low intensity, C = configuration 



Second analysis suggests one 
configurations leads to low 

burnout; yet five configuration 
leads to high performance



Confirms our intuition that our 
conceptualization of stressors as 
independent may be problematic



But is there more to it than 
simple configurations?



Two step QCA to probe interplay 
among stressors and strain





High and low job burnout 
mediate the configurations of 

technostressors that lead to low 
job performance 



What does this mean?



Our configurational analysis 
helps to explain the what, how, 

and why of how technostressors 
relate to technostrain



What: 
Interdependencies among 

technostressors form configurations 
that lead to technostrain & that these 

can include high- and low-level 
technostressors



How: 
Demonstrate that varying levels 
of intensity of technostressors 

have meaningful implications for 
technostrain.



Why: 
Show why certain configurations 

of technostressors lead to low 
job performance via the interplay 
among high job burnout and low 

job performance



If we are to 
move 
technostress 
research from 
red water to 
blue water … 

We must … 



We must investigate asymmetry 
in the technostressors that lead 

to technostrain.



We must investigate 
interdependencies among 

technostressors that lead to 
technostrain. 



We must leverage our insight on 
equifinality of pathways from 

technostressors to technostrain 
to inform the study of 

interventions in organizations. 



We must probe the boundary 
conditions on when 

configurations are more and less 
relevant in different digitized 

contexts.



Perhaps, most important



We need to upend the apple cart 
& change how we think about 

digitization & technostress





We need to upend the apple cart 
& heed the words of Sarker … 





To address technostress, we 
must think about configurations 

of stressors and technology 
within digitized sociotechnical 

systems



Thank you!



Questions?
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